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I would like to thank my found family in this union and all others, near and far, seen and
spoken with, and the ones not yet met. To quote Bayard Rustin, “We are all one, and if we don’t
know it we will learn it the hard way.”

The cover quote translates as “Yes, we can” and was coined by Dolores Huerta in the
context of a hunger strike by Cesar Chavez, it has since become the rallying cry for the United
Farm Workers. A reminder that in other lands in this age and our own in years past, labor
activism is a mortal struggle. And, still we go on.

Acknowledging Sra. Huerta and our comrades in the UFW also serves to remind us that
women, people of color and queer folx in the labor union movement have often been undersung
and unheard. Though, I am chagrined to admit the equity of voices in these pages could be a lot
better and I take full responsibility for that. In years to come, I am confident our union will
continue to strive to give voice to all. But, we must do so emphatically, with action and
enthusiasm. I know we will. Pa’lante!

Particular thanks and gratitude to Ziba Perez and Cynthia Palacios, my predecessors as
Communicator Editors,The Chris’s - Kiefer and Taylor for their eyes and ears, Alberto Alvarez,
my supervisor of infinite patience, Lisa Palombi and Tamiko Welch for the honor they’ve  done
me by trusting me with this baby. Our union comrades in 3090, the clerical staff at my branch
and all branches.

And, to all of our contributors for their bravery in sharing their hearts with us.
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Year in U.S. Labor
By Chris Taylor

Nothing says it’s the end of the year like a ranked-list. So I bring you the 5 Biggest U.S.
Labor Stories of 2022! Completely subjective and arbitrary ranked, here is just some of
what’s happened in labor this year. Of course, these battles are still being waged, but as of this
writing (extremely close to the early December deadline ��) here’s the latest:

5) New classification rules for gig workers?
As web-driven services have created an increased demand for flexible, short-term labor, the
question whether workers for services like Lyft, Uber, DoorDash and the like are to be
considered employees of the company or independent contractors has been hotly debated. The
current standard, known as the “ABC Test”, could be expanded under Biden’s Labor
Department, with their Employee or Independent Contractor Classification Under the Fair Labor
Standards Act, currently in comment period. What do gig workers have to gain by being
classified as employees? To start, being guaranteed sick leave, worker’s compensation, a
minimum wage, and the right to unionize.

4) Starbucks
At the end of 2021, Buffalo, New York won the distinction of establishing the first unionized
Starbucks location. In 2022, 247 (and counting!) stores have been successful in their unionizing
efforts. With more than three-quarters of elections winning, Starbucks has created a sizable
portion of 2022’s 20-year high in establishing new union shops. Starbuck’s response has been
disappointing; unlawful store closures and employee firing have been the norm and little
progress has been made with first contracts. However, with great momentum and
attention-getting actions like the Red Cup Rebellion, 2023 looks like it’ll be another hot one!

3) Railroads
At the risk of mixing metaphors, this one has been a major rollercoaster. In September, under
the threat of a strike, a tentative agreement was forged but then rejected by more than half of
union members, primarily due to the measly single day of sick leave granted. Fast-forward to the
end of the year, still without contract and the possibility of a strike again emerging, the Railway
Labor Act was invoked, with legislative order imposing the previously rejected September
contract. Existing supply-chain issues have hurt labor considerably, but given the industry’s
record profits held against the beyond-sensible ask for sufficient sick time, the would-be strikers
gained much public support.

2) University of California Graduate Workers
While the threat of a strike loomed over railroad proceedings, strikes are, as of the time of this
writing, ongoing at UC’s ten campuses. With a total of 48,000 academic workers participating,
this stands to be the largest strike of the year. The group, mid-contract negotiations and
organized by UAW, ranges from post-docs to teacher assistants, and has impressive
participation (75%) and support for the strike (98%). With the clock ticking as finals and the end



of the semester approach, solidarity remains strong and the strike continues, even after two of
the four bargaining units have reached tentative, substantial agreements.

1) Amazon
April brought what was to many a very surprising win, when the Staten Island Amazon
warehouse was organized by the upstart, independent union ALU (Amazon Labor Union),
founded not quite a year before. Following the disappointing loss of the widely-covered effort in
Bassmer, Alabama, the win against the increasingly ubiquitous company with their notoriously
grueling working conditions was an absolute victory, especially considering that spokesperson
Chris Smalls was fired in the midst of the drive. Although their two subsequent upstate New
York efforts failed to materialize, this initial, hard-won win in such hostile territory is worthy of
major celebration. Onward!
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Perez supporting a fair contract for museum workers at the Philadelphia Museum of Art photo Tamiko
Welch. July 13, 2022.



Iron Man Needs His Armor, Too
By Matisse Mozer

We all know the wild foibles of branch library life, but working in a coordinating office can
seem nebulous. As an intern way back when, I had seen how hard the Youth Service team
worked, and I had seen the wealth of knowledge it took to even understand the work!

I’ve been the YA LIII in Youth Services for a little over a year now. I’ve found that there
are three main differences–and one similarity–between coordinating life and branch life. Let's
start with some differences.

“You’re still gonna have bad days. They just won’t involve the criminally insane.”

Imagine the trolly problem. On the one track, you’ve got fourteen billion emails that need
to go out, in a particular order, and you won’t know if you did it correctly or not until next month,
when you’ve forgotten who you spoke to in the first place. On the other, there’s you being LIC on
a lonely Thursday night, receiving a call from your closing sub AC that the man in the restroom
is buck-naked and screaming slurs. They’re two different situations. Both will have you
absolutely wiped out on the way home.

“Time will lose all meaning”

Branch life is pretty regulated. You come in, see when you’re scheduled on Ref, and
then you plan your time around it. ‘I’ll take my lunch here, so I have time to do some weeding
before I’m on the desk’. That sort of thing. In a coordinating office, it’s the Wild West. There will
be days where you have nothing due per se, but you’re in four back-to-back meetings, and



you’re posting Instagram stories in between to keep yourself sane. There will be days where
you have nothing scheduled at all, but then Get Ready For College essentially catches fire, and
you go into a work-induced productivity fever. (Heck, there will be days where both happen at
once, at which point you email your manager to say you’re taking 8 PL.)

“You’re doing a good job if the ship is still sailing”

The beauty of branch life is getting to choose your own projects. You can weed one day,
plan a program the next, and then give yourself a break day and focus on performing solid
reference. You know you did a good job when the community supports you.

Coordinating office life has different stakes attached. You won’t know what you’re doing
wrong until you wake up one morning to a full inbox of irritated branch seniors, all asking why
something hasn’t been done a certain way. Your work is behind the scenes, and so the
community won’t tell you that you’re coming through for them.

So, how do you know it’s all going well? You know because the machine is still working.
Every day that you sign into a quiet inbox is the vindication of the last day’s work.

Lastly, how is branch life similar to coordinating office life?

“It’s about the small victories”

At all of my branch-level jobs, I had an area in my workspace for displaying action
figures. Now that I’ve got a cubicle, I have enough space for Iron Man to have a Hall Of Armor. If
that’s not a victory, I don’t know what is!
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2 Chandra Jackson, Tamiko Welch , Kate Aaronson, Ziba Perez and Corinda Humphrey celebrating the
Staff Mentorship Program at the Central Library courtyard. photo Tamiko Welch October 13th, 2022.



A Tune Up For Your Music
Reference
by Daniel Tures

Before I became a librarian, I
worked at a record store, where most
of our “reference” questions were
about pop music – who sang which
song, what album is it on, who was
the drummer for so-and-so band, that
kind of thing. (And of course, we
would get plenty of shoppers looking
for that song that goes like this: “na
na na na, da da dee dah…” which
always took a little extra deciphering
and brain-racking.) We don’t get a lot

of music reference questions like that at the library, but every so often we do, so I thought I’d
share some of the go-to websites you can use to answer them. The other day at my branch,
someone asked us how they could track down a song they had heard in an old documentary
film. We eventually figured out it was by a Norwegian Cajun (!) bandleader and only available on
a cassette tape release from the 1980s – by looking up the unusual song title on Discogs.com,
which is the biggest and best online database nowadays for music recordings.

Discogs (short for discographies) was started in Portland in the early 2000s and has
since expanded to become the most extensive database of information about every genre of
recorded music. Its breadth and depth are due to its being crowdsourced – music collectors all
over the world are constantly adding information and creating entries from their own collections,
which are then reviewed and approved by moderators. Discogs also includes an online
marketplace, where sellers list specific editions of titles for sale by format, catalog number, label,
year and country of release. That builds in a financial incentive (and social enforcement) for
attention to detail, which winds up benefiting information seekers who aren’t necessarily buying
or selling.

As a result, it’s easy to go to Discogs.com and type into the search bar a song title,
album title, or artist, and immediately find a wealth of well-organized information (often more
than you need). For example, if you type in ‘Sun Ra’, the jazz pianist and bandleader, you can
find complete label, track and personnel listings for each of his 105 albums, many of which are
very obscure, thanks to all those Sun Ra collectors out there assiduously entering and
fine-tuning the data – the kind of information you could never get from Wikipedia or Amazon or
even a Google search. Tracking down who performed a particular song can get a little trickier,
as in cases where several songs share the same title or there are multiple cover versions – an
extra step might be for the seeker to listen to a few of the different versions on YouTube to see
which one they have in mind.

Before the rise of Discogs, the premier music information website was probably
AllMusic.com, which grew out of the AllMusic print guidebooks that were published through the
1980s and ‘90s. AllMusic is still a great source to find overviews and reviews of (not extremely



obscure) artists and albums, which are much better-written than the informal comments posted
sporadically by Discogs sellers and shoppers – but nothing matches Discogs’ sheer breadth.

There are also specialist sites for specific kinds of music – for fans of heavy metal,
Encyclopaedia Metallum (aka metal-archives.com) is the definitive database and online forum.
For prog-rock lovers there is Prog Archives, electronic music fans often consult Resident
Advisor, and hip-hop DJs trying to track down a beat can turn to whosampled.com. Just about
every self-produced underground band and/or DJ has something available on either
bandcamp.com or soundcloud.com, which host and stream (and sell) songs, albums, and DJ
mixes, so Bandcamp is often a good place to look for information about an up-and-coming local
band. I’m barely a dilettante when it comes to classical music, but I gather that Classical
Archives and Classical-Music.com (the online site of the BBC classical music magazine) are
pretty good places to start.

Connecting With the Wider Library World
By Ziba Perez

In March of 2022 I saw a post via ALA Connect to apply for ALA Liaison to YALSA:

“Does networking with folks around the country sound intriguing? Is serving as a
connector with leaders to advance youth interests your jam? You might consider applying for the
ALA Liaison position at YALSA!” -Kelly Czarnecki

YALSA Past President

My answers to these questions are yes, yes and yes so I applied to volunteer as the ALA
Liaison | Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA)

In May of 2022 I was contacted for a brief interview based on my application and then I
was appointed by YALSA President Franklin Escobedo to the position.

To prepare for my term of July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023, I contacted Kelsey Ford
to see what Kelsey’s term entailed as the 2021-2022 liaison. Kelsey walked me through the
committees that were actively meeting via Zoom and introduced me to the chairs via email as
the incoming liaison to take her place after returning from ALA Annual in D.C. June 23-28, 2022.

I jumped in and had my first committee meeting representing YALSA in August of 2022
at the ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee. Most committees don’t meet in July because they
just met in person at the conference in June. In September I attended the YALSA 2022-2023
Board Orientation and was added to the online directory.

My favorite committee so far to attend as a liaison for YALSA is the Conference
Committee! My first meeting with the committee was on September 20th, 2022 at 8am Pacific
Time. We were able to vote for our top 2023 LibLearnX Speaker considerations in New Orleans!



I was always curious to see how conference guest speakers/authors were invited to speak at
conferences and now I got to take part in it!

No School Nevers 2022: A Study in Emerging Art and Technology Research
By Tommy Vinh Bui

The train squeals to a stop at the platform and I wobble out on rickety newborn giraffe
legs leaden with incorrigible jetlag. I arrived to a sleepy single-bulb 'burb called Nevers in the
Burgundy region of France. Renowned for their faience and their exquisite world-class mustard.
I finagled my way across the ocean to attend No School Nevers 2022. A unique international
workshop intended for students, artists, activists, and educators to engage in critical research
around the social and environmental impacts of information and communication technologies. I
stumbled to my student accommodations with every intention of hitting the ground running
afresh in the morning. 

And the fortnight proved to be an unrelenting battery of lectures, hands-on workshops,
and project-based consultations with instructors. The curriculum was a high-velocity confluence
of theory and practice along with research and creating. It was a well-seasoned borsch of
ceaseless activity daily without pause. Which proved to be most appetizing. 



Participants from the world over were drawn to the call of this singular summer school.
Doctoral candidates sprinkled throughout Europe and theorists and hackers and designers from
every corner of the continent came and contributed meaningfully to our daily lectures and
discussions. 

A hands-on workshop that was particularly edifying was the construction of oscillating
semiconductors using recycled materials. Soldering irons were brandished and after some
noodling with wires and circuitry and a wayward blowtorch we were able to ably cobble together
these devices that produced melodious electronic shrieks when manipulated just so. The
workshop demonstrated how far removed we are from our everyday devices and repair culture
and was testament to the care and craft that goes into the manufacturing of something as
simple as a transistor radio. This culminated in a performance where we all plugged our
instruments into a mixer and performed together as a ghoulish electronic orchestra. 

We also had a no-nonsense introduction to live coding. Our fleet-fingers tickling the
keyboards to conjure complex codes in real time to create intricate and retina-riveting geometric
patterns. This was followed by a useful workshop on creating your own local host server and
finding feasible alternatives to energy-consuming cloud services and a general insightful
discourse on rethinking our behaviors in terms of society’s relationship with technology and
consumption. 

The workshop winded down and crescendoed with a public symposia and group
exhibition featuring all the work and projects we toiled on the past weeks. I embossed an image
and converted it into a capacitor sensor to produce electronic tones in different frequencies
when touched using the electrical charge of the body upon contact. The process of tinkering
was the objective and I was quite pleased with the results and reception of my little doodad.

The overall ambiance of the workshop was conducive to experimentation and coaxing
curiosity and questions about the environmental impacts of information and communication
technology and new media. It was a wonderful opportunity to network and collaborate with
like-minded information professionals regarding the direction our respective institutions can take
and establish lasting connections with colleagues all around the world. It was a most gratifying
and professionally fulfilling all-around experience.

And it was with much bittersweet sentiment did I haul my bags back on the train
chugging toward Paris to catch that careening metal tube back over the Atlantic to our sunny
shores. Hoping the TSA doesn’t bat too many an eyelash over the suspicious exposed wiring
and questionable circuits spilling from my carry-on bag.

C’est la vie. And there concludes my froonce in France this summer.
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My First Conference: ALA Conference, Washington D.C. 2022
By Scott Gurrola

I started my conference off with the first
available event offered before the beginning of
the conference and that was a private
preservation tour at the James Madison
Building of the Library of Congress. The
Preservation Research and Testing Division
showed off cool technology, how they can date
items, restore fragile collections, and also
create agents that would
positively react with the print media to ensure
long term durability. It was fun exploring a
different facet of librarianship.

I toured the exhibit hall filled with many vendors and
looked at items that could be beneficial to the
libraries I was currently working at.  An instance is
when I spoke with a materials rep for Asian American
ELL products. Here I was able to procure more
information and a contact on a TEST Prep material
that a patron had recently asked me about
purchasing.

While on the exhibit floor, I stopped in for an
on the fly Google presentation about earning Google
certificates in different career disciplines. Part of the presentation included how if we sign up for
free we can have access to the Google Slides of tutorials and demos across the entire Google
office suite, and we are freely allowed to edit them, and use them in our own library’s digital
literacy classes.  They prompted us rhetorically, why reinvent the wheel, and instead to start with
their foundation to build upon for our own classes. Digital literacy classes continue to be a big
ticket for public libraries so this is a pragmatic resource.

The Graphic Novels & Comics Round Table (GNCRT) also had several sessions, and I
attended one on Latinx queer comics. Comic author and illustrator, Ryan Estrada, was in
attendance at one panel and he offered very practical services that I can take with me.  He has
virtual workshops and can co-host a bookclub with libraries for any of his books. I am looking
forward to having our teen librarian implement one of his workshops.

I attended a Keynote with ALA president Patty Wong and the FCC chairperson. They
discussed ways the current administration has helped bridge the digital divide, and how the
pandemic has sped up this process.  They mentioned how broadband initiatives and rebate
programs have already begun, and how the national government will continue to fund online
programs.

Later in the Conference I attended an interview with the Librarian of Congress, Carla
Hayden, where she reiterated much of what FCC Chairperson said.  But also about the
tremendous job library workers have done since the pandemic and making pivots to serve our



patrons, boosting Wi-Fi signals, outdoor programming, etc. She touched on the foundations of
ALA and the right to freedom of information and how we are one of the last vestiges of these
principles, and it was strongly reflected in the recent book ban and appeals for censorship that
have been taking place.

I also attended a two day session on personal branding and job search.  This was part
lecture, part workshop, and all participants were there after reevaluating their career prospects
or looking to make a change. I thought I would feel out of place at an ALA conference, where I
assumed everyone was 'established' already, and I was still at an entry level substitute librarian,
however, seeing people far along in their careers and still enrolling in career workshops put me
at ease.

We started out figuring out our personal branding, by framing it from the perspective of
our coworkers, and what they would say about us, in regards to strengths and traits, we saw if
this aligned with what we believed our strengths were, and also what we would like our positive
traits to be.  By looking inward and doing similar exercises, we narrowed in on specific qualities
that we would like to highlight about ourselves that distinguishes ourselves in a pool of
candidates. All these things are to be tightly packaged in an elevator pitch.

I enjoyed visiting the National Mall, and visiting as many museums and monuments that I
could around the sessions. Thank you very much to the sub-librarian committee for helping to
give me this opportunity to attend and enhance my skill set.

Memories of a Hollywood Sub
by Kenneth Garcia

During the nineties, after graduating from the UCLA Library School and some experience
at NYPL as YA librarian and at Echo Park as Children's Librarian, I had become an LAUSD
school teacher at Marilyn Monroe’s elementary: the Vine Street School in Hollywood.  At the end
of the Instructional Day, I would head for the Frances Howard Goldwyn Library to work the
evening shift as a Substitute Librarian.  Driving carefully along Selma, I’d turn immediately onto
Cosmo, an alley. There, on the corner, was an underground club, once the site of the oldest gay
bar in Hollywood. Midway up Cosmo you had to exit your vehicle, press the intercom button,
and wait for the voice to identify you and raise the gate. Inside, you hoped to park without
blocking.  Hollywood being a real estate crazed place, its Regional Library has no parking lot of
its own.  (Durant did not.  Neither does Wilshire.  Fremont barely has one). So inconvenient!  If a
patron wished to park at Goldwyn she would have had to park across Ivar in a lot shared with
the notoriously gay Hollywood Spa, a secret known necessarily to few.

Once inside, this fearless sub headed for the Reference Desk,  in the gloriously lighted
Reading Room by Frank Gehry.  Tons of sunshine.  Hugely recreated classic movie posters, still
there.  Bette Davis, Mary Pickford, Goldwyn was famous for its Business Reference Section,
rich in print resources!  Besides the endless green bound volumes of the Readers Advisory.
There existed a large, well maintained, but doomed card catalog.  No CARL, no internet, no
Google.  The Hollywood Reference Librarian Staff was second to none!  I was working with
legends: Senior John Holleman, Warren Seid, Evelyn Fenster, Children’s Librarian Barbara
Testa, and the great Sally Dumaux.  I knew she was a Hollywood biographer and so, on a fifteen
minute break to the nearby gay bar - Rainbow Room! (long gone)-  for a quick snort, I enquired



what might be the subject of her current endeavor. I imagined possibly the fabulous Kay Francis
or Valentino’s Leading Lady Nita Naldi, both former residents of the Goldwyn service area.
“King Baggot'' was the quick answer followed by streams of nicotine. “Oh,” I, feigning
recognition…”yes, yes!” Little time wasted looking up the name in Leading Men of Silent
Hollywood, a treasure from the once bulging Vertical File, (current status unknown.) “Hmmmm,
Baggot, rhymes with...” I then consulted the card catalog.  There is the entry:  “King Baggott:  a
Biography and Filmography of the First King of the Movies by Sally Dumaux”.  I did check out
that title.  And, how exciting to have shared drinks with the author!  So, began my lifelong
education on the “real” Hollywood, not the Bette Davis’ and Clark Gables’ but the ones you
haven’t heard of, like King Baggot. The First King of Hollywood!

Hollywood, then as now, was famous for its wacky library users. “Gee, have the patrons
here always been so….”Strange?” supplied Evelyn, at the end of one particularly psychosocial
Saturday afternoon. “Well, yes,” I said. “You know, like, weird, and kind of hostile?”  “Oh, I
know just what you mean,” she said, pressing some sympathetic fingers into my forearm, “I
asked the same question to my colleague when I started here in the sixties.”  “What did she
say?” I asked, avoiding the stare of a person in a wheelchair with an electric blue wig and
fishnets trying to light a cigarette with a lighter shaped as a hand grenade.  They had printed out
sixty three images of Patty Hearst as Tanya and refused to pay. “I’m her daughter!!!” Back to
Evelyn: “I remember her saying ‘Now, as you can see, it's the Hippies, all along Sunset Blvd.  In
the thirties it was the bums and the hoboes.  It has always been something here at Hollywood.
Some variation of the ‘problem patron’.”  One of these had burned the third incarnation of the
Hollywood Library.  “Set it on fire,” I had heard several staff members tell me sotto voce.
Arsonists!”

The problem patron we had studied in Library School had mundane concerns, muted
descriptors. We were not taught to regard them as though we were Psychiatric Social Workers,
as is the expectation now.  Back then it was like the Wild West.  Whatever comes around, goes
around.  We were supposed to have a Security Guard but he went home at five.  Dan Strehl, the
Senior with a wicked sense of humor, described him as concealing a switchblade in his boot.  I
doubt he ever used it.  After five we the elect were on duty as best we could to try and manage
the most egregious behaviors imaginable in Hollywood After Dark until closing, at eight.  No
LAPD Patrols!  My female colleagues (no names!) had files with Xeroxes of penises with phone
numbers, as well as other, more mundane love letters. If I had been sexually harassed I was
ignorant of it.

Here then are some queries emblematic of the colorful characters I had the privilege of
engaging with in the Reference Interview:

“I need Bill Clinton’s home phone number right away!  This is beyond the White House
Operator!”

“Where can I hide?  The black helicopters are circling overhead, can’t you hear them?”

“I need to find Gary Glitter ASAP.  I’m his personal assistant and he owes me a ton of money.”

“Oh my God, you look like JFK Jr!”



Later she would try to get me to say that I was him. This patron would follow me between
Goldwyn and Durant, staring and giggling. Not sexual harassment, but weird. I dreaded seeing
her hanging around the exit door at closing.

And then, “Hey!...HEY…there’s some guy, he’s passed out in the bathroom!” This last
one was a particular worry as it happened 15 minutes before Closing. “Oh great, the Security
Guard went home at 5:30,” I said to the MC, “now we’re going to have to drag him out….No one
leaves until he’s outta here!” You see, I was the Librarian in Charge. All these folks were in fact
the patrons “experiencing homelessness” that we have all come to know and love currently
throughout the LAPL.

There was a rumor of a terrible thing that had happened to a female substitute about
forty years ago.  In the Olive St Garage. Barely in print. But talked about. Word of mouth. You
see so many terrible things. Well, maybe not so bad compared to New York. But, you do keep
saying “I never saw that before”. But nothing “personal” has happened to me aside from being
called every name in the book. Threatened some. The state of being harassed is one you must
be aware of for you the victim to take steps, right?  Subs live on the Reference Desk and so we
are vibe sponges. A sub has to be prepared for Anything, and Hollywood is in Anything’s front
ranks. I’m an optimist, and until something horrible happens I will continue to be one, because
being a substitute librarian for LAPL is one of the greatest gigs going. NYPL doesn’t even have
subs. Their security guards are teenagers. Nice.  But, teenagers. Look, I’ve seen a lot. At the
end of the day, Security has been a good friend to the Sub, in my experience, and LAPD maybe
more so. If you truly feel out of control - admittedly sometimes hard to tell in Hollyweird - don’t
hesitate to call. Hollywood has some quasi-private people that may respond more quickly than
sworn officers. Like it or not, the gun and the badge get the hard patron to remember how to
follow directions when they have to. Just ask “the Spitter.”

I have not subbed in the Hollywood Region for quite a while now.  Have many wonderful
memories of Goldwyn, Durant, Fremont, and Cahuenga.  It is a great region to be a librarian in,
just like it is a great region to be a teacher in, and to live it.  Hollywood:  I salute you!
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Dear Santa
by Tina H. Lernø

Please stop putting up a giant symbol of Christianity in the Library Rotunda, and here is
why: My main argument is that the library is for everyone. It belongs to everyone, and it exists to
meet the needs of everyone. Not just the majority. Since an undecorated library doesn’t make
anyone uncomfortable, but a decorated library may make some patrons and staff
uncomfortable, the decision should be made not to decorate. I am specifically talking about The
Christmas Tree, and the placement in the Rotunda. Some libraries decorate for St Patrick's day
or Valentine’s day, but none of those holidays include the placement of an oversized symbol in
the middle of the library.

Santa, I am constantly reminded that my beliefs are not the culturally dominant ones in
this country.

Though many of our patrons celebrate the same holidays and have the same beliefs as
you do, many don’t. And living in a country with freedom of religion or cultural tradition means
that our beliefs, or lack thereof, have to be protected from infringement by public institutions. 

As a Jewish person, seeing a giant holiday tree feels unwelcoming to me. I purposefully
avoid the Rotunda. I wonder how many Jewish people or other people of non-Christian faiths do
the same. 

Also Santa, I’m not sure how to put this delicately…If Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion are
as important to LAPL as we say they are, then including an enormous symbol that is associated
with a particular religious holiday would not be representative of DEI work. 

It may be called a “holiday tree,” but it’s not representative of all winter holidays.
Christmas is the only holiday that uses a tree as part of its traditional celebration. Putting
another name on it does not dismiss the fact that it is a Christmas tree. Of all invented beings, I
think you Santa would understand this one best.

There is also the issue of sustainability. A tree that has to be chopped down, doused with
fire retardant, and then thrown out does not align with the library’s values.

A suggestion would be to design a winterscape using CA native plants and animals. The
items can be made of sustainable materials and would be something that would teach patrons
about Los Angeles in the wintertime; what animals hibernate, fly away and return; trees that stay
green or drop their leaves. (This can be done with a winter reading theme in mind or something
like bioblitz). Another idea would be to have local artists' interpretations. (Like the artist in
residence program).

Thanks for understanding, Tina H. Lernø



The Library Lambada: My Daily Dance with Dust Jackets and Overdue DVDs 
By Noreen Petrichor  

The inky quilt of twilight recedes and a sliver of early amber light emerges betwixt the
venetian blinds. Another dawn rouses me awake and I languidly alligator-death-roll from the
center of my mattress and upright to face another day. I perform my regular routine of isometric
squats, bagels with cream cheese, and sobbing in the shower hysterically. And I'm invigorated
and ready to carpe diem. 

I arrive at the library and invoke the ancient ceremony of auld that are opening
procedures. This entails powering up the public computers, unlocking the restrooms, and giving
the ol' copier a little rap on the side like a Fonz-battered jukebox. And in a blink we're up and
running and ready to welcome the full kaleidoscope of characters that populate our fair city. Our
stakeholders are ravenous. And hell hath no fury like a library patron forced to wait to pick up
her Harlequin Romance paperbacks on hold. Mama needs her stories. 

I grow wistful and reminisce about ruddy-cheeked and bright-eyed me on my first day
here. Many moons and therapists ago. Well-cardiganed and ready to somehow both profoundly
meet and meekly confound all librarian stereotypes. Sure, I'll shush you. But I'll also point you
toward some of the gnarliest Appalachian scream-klezmer available for streaming on Hoopla.
I'm a complex creature, I'd convinced myself, as I tied my librarian bun taut atop my head.
Watch out, world. They'll make zines about me one day. 

Fast-forward to today and we're in the full-frontal affray of a pandemic. Every droplet that
wafts within my vicinity is eyed suspiciously and unjustifiably profiled like a routine traffic stop in
Arizona. I dodge wayward particulates deftly like Neo from The Matrix. And teeming, bio-diverse
ecosystems spawn on my face because my multiple masks are practically hermetically welded
to my cheeks. It's like the Svalbard Seed Vault. Not a single goddamn microbe is squeaking in
here. 

I muster as much productivity as I can at the reference desk. Intense staring
tournaments with the clock, fudging my D-Time, and nimbly toggling between TikTok tabs on my
browser, etc.  All whilst maintaining perfect posture and properly furrowed brows and all the
other performative machinations of appearing busy and a valued core contributor to the
quotidian of the library. Every time I blink I'm aghast to discover another hour has slinked by.
Another day, another week, another existence of quiet desperation. Interspersed with the
occasional Union-mandated fifteen minute breaks. 

The most interesting reference question I receive this afternoon pertains to when Pfizer
will be releasing a chewable gummi version of the vaccine. I direct the gentleman to the CDC
website and offer him a bottle of water. And that seems to placate him enough and I record that
in our records as two reference questions. His gummi vaccine query and the internal one I
inquired of myself: What have I done with my life? 

The only other question I received was if the library was currently accepting donations.
Yes. Yes, we always want your sun-smeared National Geographics from the 80s and VHS
Jazzercise tapes. A considerable fraction of our annual operating budget is dependent upon
these items, ma'am. There's a howling hole in the pie-chart that is our dire pandemic-induced
financial straits. And that hole coincidentally is in the shape of three bulging plastic bags filled
with your old TV Guides.   

"The library is closing in fifteen minutes," I chirp into the public page system. Each
syllable laced with the tacit running tally I keep in my head of the remaining days before I retire.
When I can finally flush benign terms from my brain completely. Terms like router, closed-stacks,
and City-Mandated Cybersecurity Training. When I can tumble backwards into the heaping
money pile that is my pension and do backstrokes and spew silver dollars from my mouth



fountain-like not unlike Scrooge McDuck. I'm ready for this long-awaited tableau. I'm been taking
senior swimming classes at the local YMCA. 

But enough of all that far-off retirement jibber-jabber. It's the weekend. And I’m
unshackled from the strictures of anything library-related for the next forty-eight hours. Liberated
and free to pursue the grandeurs of my heart's wildest desires. I've burst forth from Shawshank.
The world is my oyster and I have that weird seafood shucking tool thing at the ready. And
where do all roads inexorably lead me? 

Waiting in front of my local library. Ready to unfurl wrath and brimstone if I have to wait a
single minute past the posted opening time.   
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5 Librarians’ Guild Holiday Party at Silver Lake Branch - Samantha, Denise, Ziba and Lisa caroling along
with the Old Fashioned Carolers.
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In Memoriam, this year we are remembering dear former colleagues, Joseph Atkinson, Gordon Brooks and Sharon Smith Sanchez.
We have adapted and summarized memorials gathered from various sources, including memories shared by Lee Ridgeway, Sheryn
Morris and Betty Uyeda. Any mistakes are ours.

Joseph D Atkinson 1954-2021

Joseph D. Atkinson, III, a career librarian, was a guidepost to a plethora of resources to
enrich one's life. He was a storyteller, encourager, literary advisor, and humanitarian. Joseph
died unexpectedly at the age of 67, on December 15, 2021, as a result of complications while
recovering from bypass surgery in Atlanta, GA.

Joseph was born on November 8, 1954, in San Antonio, TX. He was the second of four
children born to Arnette Few Sayles & Joseph D. Atkinson, Jr., Ph.D. In 1962, his father
accepted a job at NASA and relocated the family to Houston, TX, where Joseph graduated from
Jack Yates High School in 1972. He then attended American University in Washington DC for
two years. However, after his mother passed, Joseph returned to Houston, TX, and on
December 18, 1976, he completed his BA from the University of Houston. Joseph continued his
education receiving his MBA from Atlanta University. He launched a successful career in the
corporate sector holding marketing positions at Proctor and Gamble (Cincinnati), Carson
Products (Savannah), and M&M Products (Atlanta).

In the early 1990s, Joseph turned his attention to pursue his passion - curating books.
He moved to LA and in 1994, earned a Masters in Library Science from the University of
California Los Angeles. Joseph was a bibliophile in every sense of the word. He enjoyed
reading books, collecting books and artifacts, conducting book reviews, library fund-raising, and
his greatest joy, helping others access a world of knowledge in the library and beyond. He loved
California and after 20 years of service, Joseph retired in 2017 from the City of Los Angeles
Public Library System managing the Playa Vista Library Branch. Today, there is an effort
underway to honor his work by renaming the community center room after him. Following his
retirement, he chose to return to Atlanta to be close to his family and friends.

Joseph had many interests and hobbies. As a historian, Joseph enjoyed collecting
Native American and African American diaspora books and art. On many road trips, he would
include a visit to museums, former slave plantations, and tribal reservations. Though he had
retired, Joseph was an active volunteer with the Auburn Avenue Research Library on African
American Culture and History, a special library within the Atlanta-Fulton Public Library System.
His service was disrupted by the COVID Pandemic and Joseph looked forward to resuming his
volunteer services at The Auburn Avenue Research Library on African American Culture and
History.

He enjoyed culinary cuisines, dining out with friends and family, hosting dinner affairs at
home, and perfecting dishes like Spanish Paella. Joseph especially liked home improvement
projects that showcased HGTV quality. He embraced his church community, singing in the choir,
organizing new small group initiatives, and being baptized at West Angeles Church of God In
Christ. Anyone who spent time with Joseph benefited from his wisdom and spiritual
encouragement.



L. Gordon Brooks (1943 - 2021)

Lee Ridgeway, a retired Senior Librarian of Social Sciences, Philosophy and Religion
Department of Central Library remembers -

We have learned that Gordon Brooks, retired Librarian III from the Social Sciences,
Philosophy & Religion Department, recently died. Gordon was a top-notch research librarian
and was on the Southern California Answering Network (SCAN) team.  He was also a mentor to
new Social Sciences librarians, introducing us to the complexities of the department, whether
the deep and broad subject areas or the vagaries of our eclectic patron base.  While he suffered
no fools, his dry wit would often quickly clear the air.  According to past issues of the Guild's
Communicator, Gordon was a [founding member] leader in the organization.

Gordon Brooks passed away recently.  This is quite a shock to retired Central Library
staff, as he was a pillar of reference work in the last third of the 20th century and was
well-known to us all.  In many ways this period was the heyday of analog librarianship, when
information existed only in print form and was difficult or laborious to get.  Even I, who worked
through this period, find it hard to fully reconstruct how different it was from the 21st century,
where amazing access to information can be quickly found in electronic form.  Central Library
relied on a large collection budget, supplemented by federal funds, to provide comprehensive
book buying, a large periodical collection keyed to our indices, and a large number of expensive
specialized services that required constant updating, not to mention large and numerous files
created by the staff.  If people needed information, they were forced to turn to Central, where
they came in large numbers to be attended to by specialized information brokers (namely, us).
In this environment Gordon reigned supreme.  Through a combination of intelligence, memory
and experience derived from years of dogged and imaginative rooting in the weeds, he had
developed an encyclopedic knowledge of the collection that had come to be viewed with awe
and respect by other librarians.  The fact that he was always cheerfully willing to help and
advise others added to his importance throughout LAPL and beyond.

When I came to work in the Social Sciences Dept. in 1974, I quickly learned two things:
first, the staff, while young, all had 5 years of experience and were all intelligent, conscientious
and hard- working, with a good grasp of the collection. Second, they all nevertheless leaned for
guidance on this quiet but good-humored gentleman, dressed in a sport coat and tie, who
wasn’t even a member of the department, but who nevertheless floated around the indices and
stacks with his clipboard. I was informed that he was a founding member of Southern California
Answering Network (later, State of California Answering Network), a third level reference service
that made Central’s resources available to library systems throughout the bottom half of the
state. Questions came in by letter, fax and telex that others could not answer. And, Gordon was
GOOD! He was basically an analog Google. He continued in this role for 25 years until SCAN
was finally defunded.  He went off to Mid-Valley Regional for a while before ending his career as
a subject specialist in the Social Sciences, Philosophy and Religion Dept. Throughout this time,
he never lost his edge, or the admiration of his colleagues. Nor did he ever lose his sport coat
and tie!

Gordon was a very private person who didn’t talk about his personal life, but you couldn’t
be around him too long without realizing that he was a big-time chess aficionado. After all, who



reads chess books at lunch! In fact, he was a chess master who was very active and well known
in the local chess match scene.  Therefore, it was with an unusual state of hushed excitement
(for Gordon, anyway), that he came to the reference desk in the early eighties to ask us if we
were aware that we were blessed with the presence in the reading room of the reclusive
one-time world champion chess master, Bobby Fischer.  We had to say we weren’t, as what we
saw was a scruffy old fellow with an unruly beard who we had assumed was a street person.
We had such people in large numbers, presumably because the grungy, decrepit condition of
the old Central made them feel at home.  At any rate, Mr. Fischer kept to himself, avoiding all
contact.  Gordon honored his wishes after being rebuffed, but kept us apprised when he saw
him out there over the following weeks.  Gordon, to his chagrin, was indirectly responsible for
chasing Mr. Fischer off.  Gordon, like all of us, but times 10, did work for corporate libraries, so,
while talking to the Los Angeles Times librarian, he mentioned that Bobby Fischer was hanging
out incognito in the SOPH reading room.  Gordon, who respected Mr. Fischer’s rights to privacy
as a patron, would never have said this to a reporter, but felt a misplaced professional fellowship
with this librarian. Much to his mortification, a LAT reporter quickly started haunting the reading
room, mostly unsuccessfully, until a final confrontation took place.  This resulted in an
embarrassing article in the Los Angeles Times about this reporter’s frustrating quest for the
elusive Mr. Fischer, and in his permanent disappearance from the library.

Over the years, Gordon would often attend a large annual family reunion in Tennessee
or some such, but as was typical of Gordon, he never volunteered information about it and we
didn’t give it much thought.  It therefore was with much amazement, that after 30 years of
knowing him, we all found him capable of a big revelation.  I was working on something at the
back of the reference area, and half overhearing a conversation Gordon was having with
another librarian concerning the debilitating effect of rural poverty in the South. My ears picked
up when the other librarian somewhat heatedly posited that Gordon had no way of
comprehending what it was like.  Gordon's response was, “Really? I doubt you have picked
cotton.  You haven’t?  I have, as I come from a family of sharecroppers with 10 children. I am
only here because my family moved to Flint to work in the auto industry, so I was able to get an
education.” The idea of the tweedy Gordon Brooks picking cotton was stupefying enough, but so
also was the fact that he hadn’t talked about it in all the years we had known him.  But then, this
was typical of Gordon in that in his quiet way he never focused on himself, but rather on those
around him and the public he served.

His absence will be deeply felt by those who knew him.

—---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Betty Uyeda, a retired clerk typist remembers Mr Brooks

I was saddened to see that the section “In Memoriam” listed a familiar name, L. Gordon
Brooks. This must have been Gordon Brooks, I thought sadly, seeing that he served 36 years in
the Library. Gordon worked at the Central Library for some or all of the years I was there from
1976 to 1986. We did not have too many conversations, maybe because I was a young
Clerk-Typist, and he was a professional Librarian. We did not work in the same section, but
because he roamed the book stacks throughout the Central Library, our paths naturally crossed.



Gordon belonged to a special “elite” group of librarians at Central – he was a SCAN Librarian.
The acronym stands for Southern California Answering Network. Formed in the late 1960s,
SCAN was headquartered at Los Angeles Public Library and was the last recourse in Southern
California for difficult reference questions that needed to be answered. SCAN was supported by
federal funds for library services.

Before the convenient days of the World Wide Web and Google, anyone seeking
information on anything from businesses to health advice to homework assistance to puzzle
solutions heavily depended on the Library for its books, newspaper clippings, indexes,
encyclopedias, guides, maps, and so on. Gordon was one of the many subject specialists who
made up SCAN.

My memory of Gordon is of him standing by a shelf holding an opened book and being
deeply immersed. He was someone I did not know well at all, yet after more than 40 years what
resonates is the quiet kindness he bestowed upon me.

Out of curiosity I speedily conducted “arm chair” Internet research. I uncovered that the
game of chess was a lifelong avocation for Gordon – he presided over the Santa Monica Bay
Chess Club; he voluntarily organized local area championship tournaments; and at the Arcadia
Chess Club he competed in 732 games in a span of 20 years. I learned that in 1967 he was on
staff at the Central Library, and on the job he equally demonstrated activism – he was on a
committee that soon became the Librarians Guild and a chartered union in the AFL-CIO by
1968.

These discoveries about his life allow me to come to the conclusion that Gordon Brooks
led a very impactful life.

—---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sharon Smith Sanchez (1949 - 2021)

Sheryn Morris, Librarian of the Literature and Fiction Department at Central Library, remembers
her friend and colleague.

Sharon Louise Smith-Sanchez, aka Shari or Sherri, with whom many of you are
acquainted because she worked as a substitute librarian for over 30 years at Central and at
branches in every region. Whenever and wherever Shari worked as a substitute, staff could be
confident that she was someone who could handle almost any type of reference question and/or
situation.

At Louisiana State University, 1971, she obtained her B.A. and in 1972, Master of
Science in Library Science. In the early 1970s, she worked for LAPL as a Librarian, then Senior
Librarian, Malabar Branch. While working as a librarian, she attended Loyola University Law
School, and in 1978 received her Juris Doctor, and began a new career as a lawyer, working for
many legal firms, specializing in Workers’ Compensation, but continued to work as a substitute.

Shari was fluent in Spanish and Italian. I first met Shari in 1993, when along with Deanie
Snell, the three of us were moonlighting as substitutes every other Saturday in the Art, Music &
Recreation Department at Central Library. There were many shared adventures/misadventures,
at the library and on trips. It became apparent that Shari was a high-energy person because, not



only was she working full-time as a lawyer, doing substitution work, she also was researching
the history of Mariachi music using resources at the Central Library. She was very reliable to
work with, had a mischievous sense of humor, and was a raconteur whose stories seemed to
stretch the limits of truth. At one point I thought she was a compulsive liar, until a few years later,
having met her father, Rex, who validated the basic facts about the stories. She definitely had
the gift of gab and could often talk her way in and out of most situations. Since she was a child,
her family traveled all over the United States and many parts of the world. Shari and her
husband regularly traveled three times a year, and probably had been to all seven continents,
with some as touch-down spots on the way to other places.

More than any other country, she was a frequent traveler to Turkey, over 35 times. Hong
Kong and Sri Lanka were also frequently visited. In addition to travel, there was always a
welcome mat at the Smith-Sanchez home, especially at Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Year's Eve, when Shari cooked real gumbo, which she learned during university days in
Louisiana. Let it be said that if anyone wanted a strictly organized, regimented tour and/or trip,
these could not be found with Shari. Fascinating, interesting, well-informed, challenging and
memorable--definitely YES.

She is survived by her husband, David Sanchez, their daughter Katy and her husband
and two grandsons; her sister Sheila Smith; many other relatives including nieces and nephews;
and many close friends and colleagues in librarianship, law and government service.

Our thanks to the work of the Sunshine Committee of the Librarians Guild.

Know a Guild Member who is celebrating a birth, adoption, marriage, retirement, an award, or

other momentous occasion? Let the Sunshine Committee know.

We show our support when there is a death of a member or in their immediate family, long-term
illness, major surgery or injury. If a subject department or branch has experienced a traumatic

event, the Guild can show support as well.

If you hear of any Sunshine needs please send the name of the member, work location, and
anything else that would help (name of the baby, family member, name of new spouse/award...)

to the Sunshine Committee:

sunshine.lg2626@gmail.com

Pearl Yonezawa / Denice Nossett / Ruth Seid


